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Abstract
We describe the design of a system called Angle that detects emergent and
anomalous behavior in distributed IP packet data. Currently, Angle sensors are
collecting IP packet data at four locations, removing identifying information,
and building IP-based profiles in temporal windows. These profiles are then
clustered to provide high-level summary information across time and across
different locations. We associate certain changes in these cluster models with
emergent behavior. Emergent clusters identified in this way are then used to
score the collected data in near real time. The system has a visual analytics
interface that allows different emergent clusters to be visualized, selected, and
used for scoring of current or historical data. Each Angle sensor is paired with
a node on a distributed computing platform running the Sector middleware.
Using Sector, data can be easily transported for analysis or reanalysis.
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Introduction

There are millions of computers connected to the Internet and billions of networks flows that access them. Unfortunately not all these flows are benign,
and an increasing number of them are associated with some type of anomalous
behavior, such as sending spam, probing for system vulnerabilities, attempting
to install malware, and related behavior. Detecting suspicious flows across the
Internet is a challenging problem in high performance analytics.
One of the reasons the problem is challenging is because the types of suspicious flows change all the time. One of the goals in this project was to detect
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behavior that is suspicious and different than the type of behavior that has been
seen before. We call this type of suspicious behavior emergent and give a precise
definition of it in Section 4.
There were three technical challenges in this project:
1. The first challenge was to develop an architecture for the system that
supports discovery from very large, geographically distributed data sets.
2. The second challenge was how to define emergent behavior in a meaningful
way and to develop algorithms to detect it.
3. The third challenge was to develop a visual analytics interface that could
be used effectively by analysts.
There was also one practical challenge in the project:
4. The organizations we worked with were very reluctant to share data, due
to the privacy required when working with IP traffic. A practical challenge
was to develop an anonymization procedure and policies for handling data
that are protective enough of privacy that institutions would share IP data
but that left enough information so that sharing data was still useful.
In this paper, we introduce a system called Angle for making discoveries
about emergent behavior from distributed IP data. Angle is based upon a
framework so that information from geographically distributed locations can be
combined together easily in order to detect emergent behavior that may not be
readily apparent simply by analyzing data from one location.
The majority of prior work in this area is what is usually called signature
based. Signatures of specific attacks are created and IP data is screened using
these signatures. Snort is one of the most widely deployed systems for analyzing
IP packet data using signatures [23]. There are also a variety of statistical based
techniques. See, for example, [16] and the references cited there. Angle is a
statistical based system.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 includes some background
materials and describes related work. Section 3 describes the Angle architecture.
Section 4 describes the data analysis methodology used by Angle. Section 5
describes the visual analytics interface. Section 6 describes several experimental
studies and the status of the project. Section 7 includes some lessons learned
and contains a summary and conclusion.

2
2.1

Background and Related Work
Emergent Behavior

There are many ways that emergent behavior can be defined. Our approach
is to define emergence based upon two abstractions: windows and models (or
summarizations). We give several examples below. Given these abstractions,
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assume that we have a sequence of windows w1 , w2 , w3 , . . . and a sequence of
corresponding models M1 , M2 , M3 , . . .. Loosely speaking, we say that there is
emergent behavior at γ > 1 in case 1) the models Mi for i ≤ γ are similar; and
2) the models Mγ and Mγ+1 are dissimilar. More precisely, assume also that
there is a distance function defined on the models:
d(Mi , Mj ) ≥ 0,

d(Mi , Mj ) = d(Mj , Mi ),

i 6= j,

d(Mi , Mi ) = 0.

More precisely, we say there is emergent behavior at γ > 1 in case there are
constants B0 > 0, B1 > 0 and D > 1 such that
d(Mi−1 , Mi ) ≤ B0 ,

i = γ − D, γ − D + 1, . . . , γ − 1.

d(Mγ−1 , Mγ ) ≥ B1 .
Of course, as a variant, we could require that the models Mi are uniformly
similar within the windows wγ−D , . . ., wγ−1 .
Example. The set up for this example is that we have time stamped events
and given a collection of events one can compute feature vectors. In the first
example, we assume that the windows wj are temporal and that each event can
be assigned to one window. For each time window wj , collect all the events that
fall within the window and compute feature vectors. Let the model associated
with window wj be defined by a cluster model Mj containing k clusters, with
centers aj,1 , aj,2 , . . . aj,k , that is computed from the feature vectors associated
with the window. Define a distance function

k 
X
2
d(Mi , Mj ) =
min ||ai,α − aj,β || .
(1)
α=1

β

There are many variants of this example, depending upon how we define the
clusters and how we measure the similarity (and dissimilarity) of two or more
cluster models.
There is a large literature on outliers. A good overview of the subject is
[3]. A standard definition is to define an outlier as an observation (or set of
observations) that appears to be inconsistent with the remainder of that set of
data [3] (page 7). Although one could argue that any method used to identify
outliers could be used to identify emergent behavior, we are only interested in
this paper in the much more narrow definition of emergent behavior defined
above.

2.2

Algorithms for Detecting Emergent Behavior

The point γ at which emergent behavior occurs is an example of a change point
[20]. Given any distance function d(·, ·), a variety of algorithms for the quickest
detection of a change point could be applied to the time series xi = d(Mi−1 , Mi ).
In general, these require some assumptions about the statistical properties of
the time series xi . See for example, [20].
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Detecting emergent behavior is related to novelty detection. The paper [17]
also uses models to detect new or novel behavior. The idea is to sound an alarm
when a model no longer matches the observed data well, whereas the idea here
is to look at the distance between models that describe the data in a sequence
of windows.
The paper [25] also focuses on aggregate behavior in windows but, in contrast
to the work described in this paper, is interested in the efficient detection of
bursts in data streams.
Our preliminary studies involving Angle have primarily used cluster models.
Using a large number of clusters to identify new types of behavior has been
used previously in [1] and [9]. The approach described here is similar to these
approaches in two ways: First, data points that are not closely associated with
clusters are considered as candidates for emergent behavior. Second, data points
belonging to clusters with small cardinality are also considered candidates for
emergent behavior. The approach described above is different than [1] and [9]
in that we analyze large numbers of different clusters (indeed on cluster model
for each window) and analyze the behavior of these different cluster models
to identify periods of stability followed by behavior that may be identified as
emergent.
Another approach that is sometimes used is to use a one class learning
method, such as one-class support vector machine (SVM) [21], [18], [5]. With
this approach, all data in a training period is considered to be positive and a
one-class SVM is used to find the boundary of the positively labeled data. This
one class SVM is then used to score data, and anything not assigned by the
SVM to the positive class is considered emergent.

2.3

Cloud-based Computing Platforms for Data Mining

The most common platform for data mining is a single workstation. There are
also several data mining systems that have been developed for local clusters
of workstations, distributed clusters of workstations and grids [11]. More recently, data mining systems have been developed that use web services and,
more generally, a service oriented architecture.
By and large, data mining systems that have been developed to date for
clusters, distributed clusters and grids have assumed that the processors are the
scarce resource, and hence shared. When processors become available, the data
is moved to the processors, the computation is started, and results are computed
and returned [8]. To simplify, this is the supercomputing (and distributed supercomputing) model. With this approach, in practice for many computations,
a good portion of the time is spent transporting the data.
An alternative approach has become more common during the last few years.
In this approach, the data is persistently stored and computations take place
over the data when required. In this model, the data waits for the task or query.
To simplify, this is the data center (and distributed data center) model. This is
an example of what is sometimes called a cloud-computing model. A storage or
data cloud is used to manage the persistent data. A compute cloud is layered
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over the storage cloud and provides computing services. Examples of data or
storage clouds include Amazon’s S3 [2], the Google File System [10], and the
open source Hadoop system [4].
To date, work on data clouds [10, 4, 2] has assumed relatively small bandwidth between the distributed clusters containing the data. In contrast, the
Sector storage cloud used for the Angle application is designed for wide area,
high performance 10 Gbps networks and employs specialized protocols such as
UDT [14] to utilize the available bandwidth on these networks.
The most common way to compute these days over storage clouds is to
use MapReduce [7]. In Angle, the Sphere compute cloud is designed to use a
style of high performance distributed computing which is a generalization of
MapReduce in which both the Map and Reduce functions are replaced by userdefined functions that can be executed simply over the Sector storage cloud
using the Sphere libraries.

3

The Angle Architecture

In this section, we describe the architecture of the Angle System. Angle consists
of three types of nodes:
1. Sensor Nodes. The first type of nodes are sensor nodes that are attached
to the commodity Internet and collect IP data.
2. Cloud Nodes. The second type of nodes are connected via a wide area
high performance network and run cloud-based storage and computing
services. Each sensor node is associated to a cloud node and data is
passed from the sensor node to this node for processing. The nodes in
the cloud can be used both for processing data locally as well as for the
distributed processing of data. It is important feature of this architecture
that nodes in the cloud also provide persistent storage for data collected
by the associated sensor node.
3. Grid Nodes. The third type of nodes are pools of nodes that run grid
services. Grid nodes are used for specialized compute intensive tasks,
such as the re-analysis of previously collected data. Data is moved to grid
nodes as required.
Figure 1 contains a diagram of this architecture. If a computer has two network
cards, one for the commodity internet and one for a high performance network
connecting the Angle Cloud Nodes, then an Angle Sensor node and an Angle
Cloud Node may both share the same physical computer.
Angle Cloud Nodes run a peer-to-peer storage system called Sector that
is designed to manage large remote and distributed data over wide area high
performance networks [13]. Sector is based on the Chord peer-to-peer routing
API [24]. All participating Cloud Nodes belong to the storage system, which
uses the Chord routing API to locate files by their names. A data channel
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is then set up between the Sector node that a storage client connects to and
the Sector storage server node that holds the desired file. To transport data
efficiently over high performance networks with high bandwidth delay products,
Angle uses a network transport protocol called UDT [15], for the data channel.
Angle Sensors, running on sensor nodes, collect IP packet data and buffer it.
In addition, Angle Sensors run code that extract features from IP packet data
belonging to a rolling window and transport it to an Angle Cloud Node running
Sector.
We close this section with three remarks.
First, a simple generalization of this architecture is to replace sensor nodes
with data ingestion nodes whose purpose is to ingest data into the Sector Cloud.
Once ingested, the data is managed persistently by the Sector Cloud and compute services are provided as required by the Sphere Cloud. We have used used
this architecture to manage, analyze and mine a variety of different e-science
data sets, including datasets from biology, astronomy and earth science.
Second, in contrast to a grid computing architecture where data is generally
moved to a shared pool of compute nodes as required by computing tasks [8],
the Angle cloud-based infrastructure provides long-term persistence for data
and exploits locality whenever possible. Sphere compute services are designed
so that as much as the computation as possible is done without moving the
data. This is an important benefit of this type of architecture, as compared, for
example, to grid services as commonly deployed.
Third, it is important to note that some of the Angle Cloud Nodes are
connected by a 10 Gbps network, which is faster than the backplane of some
computers. This type of wide area distributed computer was first popularized
by the OptIPuter [22], and with the proper middleware, such as Sector and
UDT, enables certain data intensive computing tasks to be completed almost
as efficiently as if the data were co-located in one place.

4
4.1

The Angle Data Analysis Methodology
Overview

In this section, we describe the approach used by Angle to analyze distributed
IP data.
Collecting and Processing Packets. Network data is captured by independently managed network monitoring servers running IP packet capture software
that we have developed. Typically we use fast servers that monitor a port-mirror
of an output port of a switch or router on the edge of a network.
Angle capture software was designed to preserve privacy while capturing
sufficient packet information to allow behavioral data mining. Source and destination IP addresses are hashed using a randomly generated salt, which is
changed automatically by the software every time it is restarted or when the
previous salt is one week old. Payload checksum is computed and stored, and
the payload itself is nulled. MAC address fields along with checksum are nulled.
6

Angle Sensors collect data
from commodity internet

Sector distributed
computing platform
utilizing wide area 10
Gbps network

Grid used for: a) the reanalysis of pcap files
to compute new features; b) for the
reanalysis of profiles to compute new
models; and c) for the reanalysis of models
to compute new emergent clusters.

Angle nodes used for processing pcap
files, computing profiles, computing
clusters, and computing emergent
clusters in near real time.

Figure 1: This is an overview of the Angle architecture. Data is collected in near
real time from sensors located on the commodity internet. Each Angle Sensor
Node is paired to an Angle Cloud Node on a distributed computing platform
running Sector and UDT middleware. Data analysis is done using the Angle
Cloud Nodes.
Geo-location information is looked up based on IP addresses prior to their hashing and includes country, state, city and zip code (as available). The captured
data is stored in a standard pcap format [19] to allow processing with standard
tools and at no time are non-anonymized packets stored on disk. Furthermore,
salts are non-recoverable. Uploads of pcap files are handled automatically by a
data collection tool that manages a queue of files on the local disk of the sensor,
spools the files, and uploads them to a near-by Angle Cloud Node. Care was
required to build a tool that captures all the required data despite the variety
of failures that happen from time to time at each site. Examples of failures
machines going down, networks going down, disks getting full, etc. Currently a
compressed pcap file is sent every ten minutes by each monitoring location.
Temporal Aggregation. We then choose a window length d and aggregate
the data in pcap files into temporal windows of length d. Call these: w1 , w2 ,
w3 , . . ..
Computing Profiles. The next step is that the pcap data for each temporal window wi is processed to produce profiles maintained by Angle, by which
we mean summary data associated with a specific entity of interest as defined
by one or more features associated with the entity of interest1 In the experimental studies described below, we compute profiles associated with Source IP
1 Currently, since we are still performing experiment studies to determine the optimal window size d, we compute feature vectors for each pcap file and then aggregate these feature
vectors as required.
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addresses, but other types of profiles can be easily generated using the Angle.
As an example of the features that we have used to compute profiles, some
of our experimental studies have used the followed eight features: number of
ports touched by the IP, number of destination IPs touched by the IP, number
of packets sent, average packet size, average data size, maximum packets per
destination, maximum packets per port and maximum inter packet interval.
The features are normalized using data collected over a period of time and over
several locations. The Angle system is designed so that features can be easily
added or removed.
The pcap queuing process running on the Angle Sensor receives pcap files and
queues them for processing by the Angle Cloud Nodes that compute profiles.
The results are stored in files and are also tracked in a SQL database. The
database stores information about each pcap file; site, time interval, number of
packets, number of dropped packets, number of hosts; and stores URLs to the
pcap file along with URL to the computed profile file.
Computing Models. Next each profile file is processed to determine clusters,
which we view as a convenient way of summarizing the behavior at a particular
sensor location over a particular time period. Currently, clusters are computed
using the k-means algorithm, but other algorithms can also be easily used. More
generally, from the viewpoint of Angle as a system, the k-means algorithm can
be replaced by any algorithm that processes a dataset of profiles and produces
a model that can be used for scoring, say as specified by PMML standard [12],
[6].
More specifically, for the feature vectors associated with each window wi ,
clusters are computed with centers ai,1 , ai,2 , . . . ai,k and the temporal evolution
of these clusters is used to identify certain clusters called emergent clusters.
Meta-analysis of Models. Next collections of models are analyzed to determine emergent behavior. Emergent clusters can be defined in various ways.
As described above, our approach is to look for a period in which collections of
clusters are relatively stable, and, then, after a period of such stability, to define
as emergent any new cluster that arises. The details are in Section 4.2.
Real time scoring of profiles. The Angle system allows models to be
browsed, visualized and selected. Once a model is selected, emergent clusters in the model are scored using the Angle scoring functions. This process is
described below.

4.2

Computing Stable and Emergent Clusters

As mentioned above, a set of clusters for a selected combination of sensor locations and time window wi are an example of a “model” Mi in the Angle
application. As above, let ai,α denote the centers (for α = 1, 2, . . ., k) of the
cluster model Mi associated with window wi .
For example, if the clusters are relatively stable for windows w1 , w2 , . . .,
wγ−1 , but there is a statistically significant change at wγ , then one or more
clusters from model Mγ+1 associated with window wγ+1 can be identified.
8

These are the simply clusters that are responsible for the jump in the function d(Mγ−1 , Mγ ) (see Equation 1). These clusters are called emergent clusters.
In the experimental studies reported here, we identify emergent behavior
using the statistic (compare Equation 1):
δi =

k 
X
α=1


min ||ai,α − ai−1,β ||2 ,

(2)

β

Figure 6 shows this statistic δi for windows of length d equals 10 minutes. Notice
that it is quite choppy. On the other hand, Figure 7 shows the same statistic
for windows of length d equals 1 day, where it is easy to identify three period of
emergent behavior.
Every ten minutes, the cluster models for each site, as well as global cluster
models for all the sites, are stored in a SQL database to allow easy access and
search capability.
The clustering algorithm can be seeded with centroids from the previous
run to identify and relate similar clusters over time as well as to achieve faster
computation.
Both the features and cluster profiles are stored in a database as they are
computed every ten minutes. This gives Angle the option to build or compute
models from any time and sensor location that has been collected. Currently
we have about a year’s worth of data.

4.3

The Angle Score

In this section, we describe how the Angle score is computed.
1. Given TCP event data from a new pcap file, we retrieve the corresponding
profile and update it using the event data.
2. We then choose a model. A model contains zero or more emergent or what
we also call red clusters. We let µk denote the center of each red cluster
and σk denote the variance of each red cluster in the model.
3. Each model has weights θk and λk associated to it. Here the weights
θk sum to 1, while the weights λk control the influence of the particular
cluster in the score.
4. Given the updated profile x, we assign a score ρ to it using the red clusters
R using the formulas:
ρ(x) = max ρk (x)
k∈R


ρk (x) = θk exp
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−λ2k ||x − µK ||2
2σk2



Figure 2: At the bottom of the figure are two scatter matrix plots (sploms).
On the lower left is a splom from a period in which the clusters are stable. On
the lower right is a splom as a new cluster emerges after the period of stability
illustrated in the left splom. Above the sploms is a blow up in which the new
cluster can be seen (the grey cluster).
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Visual Analytics

The Angle visual analytics was developed to monitor anomalous flows or events
across the system. Flows and events that are likely to be related to unusual
behaviors are identified visually. Our visual analytics system represents statistical models in data viewers to allow easy recognition of both regularities and
anomalies in data. The visual analytic components in Angle are the Map View,
the Model View and the Inspector View. The Map View shows the spatial
locations of IP hashes identified as anomalies.
To get a concise view of models and emergent behavior in the Model View,
we utilize Multidimensional Scaling (MDS). MDS is a technique that allows the
projection of points in a multidimensional space into a lower dimensional space
(in our case, 2D space). The benefit of MDS is that it places similar clusters
close together and dissimilar clusters far apart. The user can observe the spatial
arrangement of clusters to infer relations between clusters within a model and
across models. The axes of this plot are arbitrary (because the MDS model is
invariant with respect to rotation and translation), so we omit other annotations
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Figure 3: This is a screen shot from Angle, that shows the visual analytics
interface.
in the plot. The goal of this plot is simply to identify clusters of similar clusters
and to recognize similarities among emergent clusters.
While the emergent behavior analysis and visualization helps identify anomalies, the time series Inspector View helps characterize the anomaly. In some cases
certain features are more helpful for explaining a given type of behavior.
The baseline can be constructed by aggregating the information we capture
from all our monitored locations or any single one of them. This helps the
analysis of both global and local structure and will expose suspicious behavior
that would not otherwise be obvious.
Angle takes advantage of new web technologies to provide a responsive and
an intuitive interface for navigating large amounts of network packet data. The
user browsing the web interface can select many options that regulate how data
should be analyzed. These options are sent to the Angle server using AJAX
(Asynchronous Javascript And XML). This technology lets a web page make a
request for information in the background without disrupting the user’s browsing
experience. The server receiving these requests performs an analysis using the
user’s parameters. Once the analysis is complete, the results are returned to
client’s web browser and appropriate views are updated.
To use the interface, the first task for the user is to select a model to de-
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Figure 4: This is a view of one of the Angle models. Squares represent emergent
clusters, while circles represent regular clusters. The Angle system currently has
access to over 100,000 separate models that can be selected and used to look for
anomalies and emergent behavior in near real time or from historical data.
termine emergent behavior. This is accomplished using the lower-right Model
View panel of the interface. Next, the user selects the type of comparison to
occur (Prior clusters, Common clusters or Daily average) and the data capture
location for Angle to use for signaling emergent behavior. Data sets captured
at any interval may be specified to search for emergent clusters.

Figure 5: In the map view above of emergent behavior, once a model is selected,
emergent or anomalous IPs are identified in pink.
Once emergent behavior is located, a user can determine which IP address
hashes (IPhash) are involved in the anomalous activity. The upper Map View
panel, showing a map of the world, is utilized to place anomalous IPhashes onto
the world map. The angle score slider at the upper-right corner of the panel
controls the threshold of Angle scores to be visualized. The user can experiment
with this slider, starting it near 0, and moving it up to filter visualization of
low-scoring IPhashes. Clicking on red circular icons reveals information about
the selected IPhash.
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6
6.1

Experimental Studies
Angle Data Collection

Angle Sensors are currently installed at four locations: the University of Illinois
at Chicago, the University of Chicago, Argonne National Laboratory and the
ISI/University of Southern California.
Each day, Angle processes approximately 575 pcap files totaling approximately 7.6GB and 97 million packets. To date, we have collected approximately
140,000 pcap files which we compress to about 1 TB. For each pcap file, we
aggregate all the packet data by source IP (or other specified entity), compute
features, and then cluster the resulting points in feature space. This produces
approximately 140,000 cluster models which we store in a database for subsequent analysis.

6.2

Experimental Studies - Detecting Emergent Behavior

We did a series of experiments to determine an appropriate window size for
computing summary models. If the window is to short, there is not enough
structure to the data to be useful. On the other hand, if the window is too long,
interesting emergent behavior is lost.
We determined an appropriate window size empirically by varying the window size d from 10 minutes to 24 hours. For each fixed window size d, we divided
the data into windows w1 , w2 , w3 , . . . each of size d and computed clusters as
described above for the data in each window wi . Let ai,α be the centers of the
k clusters (as α = 1, . . ., k) computed for the data in window wi . We then
computed the following statistic (compare Equation 2):
δi =

k 
X
α=1


min ||ai,α − ai−1,β ||2 .
β

Figure 6 shows this graph for windows of length d = 10 minutes. Notice that
the statistic δi is not well enough behaved to draw any conclusions. On the the
other hand, Figure 7 shows the same statistic for windows of length d = 1 day.
We manually investigated the packet behavior when the statistic δi crossed a
threshold, as illustrated in Figure 7.
As a result of these manual investigations, we identified a variety of suspicious behavior, including port scans, email spam, and the probing of our network
for vulnerabilities associated with a known Trojan attack.

6.3

Scalability of the Cloud Infrastructure

One of the ways this project is different than previous work in high performance,
distributed data mining is the use of a cloud computing platform instead of webservice based or grid-based computing platform. We also performed several experimental studies to understand the scalability of the Sector/Sphere cloud. As
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Figure 6: The graph above shows how the cluster centers move from one ten
minute window to another as measured by the statistic δi .

Figure 7: The graph above shows how the cluster centers move from one 1-day
window to another as measured by the statistic δi . We manually investigated
behavior associated with jumps of δi after periods of stability. In particular, we
investigated the behavior associated with the three jumps of δi indicated.
illustrated in Table 1 we computed cluster models from the distributed pcap files
ranging in size from 500 points to 100,000,000 points using Sector/Sphere. As
the table indicates the time required for this computation scales in an acceptable
manner.
We are continuing to explore the use of Sector/Sphere for computing cluster
and related statistical models.

7
7.1

Conclusion
Lessons Learned

During the past year or so of the project as we developed a preliminary prototype
of the system, we have learned several lessons.
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Number records
500
1000
1,000,000
100,000,000

Time
1.9 s
4.2 s
85 min
178 hours

Average Error
0.021
0.021
0.028
0.036

Table 1: The time spent clustering using Sphere scales as the number of records
increases is illustrated in the table above from 500 records to 100,000,000
records.
Lesson 1. The current grid-based distributed computing infrastructure is wellsuited for sharing cycles, but less suited for making discoveries using distributed
data. With the Angle architecture, a persistent distributed infrastructure is used
to store and manage the distributed data over a wide area high performance
network (Sector). With Sector, computations can be performed locally use
Cloud Nodes or data may be moved using specialized protocols (UDT) when
data is required to be co-located for computation.
Lesson 2. Much of the power of Angle derives from the ability to work with
many different analytic models (there are currently over 100,000 different models
available for identifying emergent behavior). It has been recognized for some
time the necessity of developing algorithms that scale as the number of records
increases and as the number of dimensions increases. Applications such as Angle
also show the desirability of developing algorithms and infrastructure that scale
as the number of analytic models increase.
Lesson 3. The Angle system is designed in a flexible way so that properly
anonymized data can be shared, as well as models that contain no identifying
information. Note that models built locally can be built on a richer set of
features than models built on shared data. Even with this design, a great deal
of effort was spent on developing policies and procedures so that anonymized
data could be shared between organizations. This process substantially slowed
the pace at which the project could proceed, which is an important lesson to
keep in mind when designing projects that require sharing data.

7.2

Summary

In this paper, we have described the Angle Project that identifies emergent
behavior in distributed IP data. Angle is noteworthy for several reasons.
First, Angle employs a distributed, cloud-based computing architecture called
Sector that is designed to provide persistent storage for large distributed data
sets. Layered over Sector, is a compute cloud called Sphere that moves the analytic computation to the data whenever possible. In contrast, many grid-based
distributed computing systems are designed to move data to pools of compute
servers when they become available.
Second, the Angle middleware supports computing with a large number of
15

different analytic models, an approach, which for some applications, can lead
to discoveries that are quite difficult when just one or a few analytic models
are used, as is usually done. Angle also persists these models into a model
repository, which simplifies their analysis, management, and deployment.
Third, Angle introduces statistical algorithm for identifying new types of
behavior that have not been previously seen. This is an example of what is
sometimes called emergent behavior. Angle also employs visual analytic techniques for identifying emergent behavior.
A fruitful area for research is to develop new algorithms for identifying emergent behavior. It is important to note that by emergent we do not simply mean
anomalous behavior, but more specifically emergent behavior as defined in Section 2.1. The reasons for the importance of this area is very simple. First, there
is very little work in the area. Second, the impact of many data mining problems is often gated by the number of analysts who can look at alerts generated
by data mining systems in detail. Typically these analysts have to balance two
types of investigations: investigations that look at instances related to known
behavior of interest and those that look at instances of interesting behavior
that is unknown in that it has not been seen previously. Algorithms to detect
emergent behavior is targeted at the later type of behavior.
Another fruitful area of research is to develop high performance data mining
systems that use cloud-based architectures. Again the reason is simple. Work
to date in high performance data mining has focused primarily on data mining
using high performance clusters and grids. With both of these systems, the
cycles usually wait for the data. In contrast, with a cloud based system, a storage
cloud can provide long term persistent storage for data, and a compute cloud can
be layered over the storage cloud and designed to exploit data locality whenever
possible. This leads in practice to good end-to-end performance, that includes
not just the time required to compute a model once the data has reached the
cluster, but the entire time required, including the time to transport the data,
compute the model, and return the results.
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